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Abstract
SeiSolo.io is a multimedia web installation exploring classical and electronic 
music, aiming to create a unique and accessible way of engaging with classical 
music. SeiSolo.io features a recorded solo violin recital by Vivek Menon. In 
conjunction with the recital, five electronic musicians of various styles are 
commissioned to remix these solo violin recordings. Bridging these elements is a 
browser- based music production software developed by myself, allowing users 
to recompose the violin recordings into new tracks. All three components will be 
hosted on a website. SeiSolo.io can make a contribution to diversity in classical 
music by offering accessible opportunities for experiential digital learning. By 
enabling people to interact with classical music through remixing, this project will 
foster new interest and appreciation of the art form. Seisolo.io will illuminate 
relationships between music from different eras, and enable musicians from 
diverse traditions to engage in a productive and stimulating exchange of creative 
ideas. 
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Introduction
Classical music is a diverse and deep genre of music, with a large amount of 
institutional support, and a huge number of both amateur and professional 
practitioners. Recitals, the live performance of classical music, are a cornerstone 
of classical music practice for both performers and consumers . While recitals 
offer unique performance for audience and performer to transform a musical 
score into a ephemeral, sensual experience, the recitals are are stifled by 
orthodoxy. 

The name for this project comes from a cryptic and somewhat inexplicable title 
for a collection of six compositions for solo violin, simply titled “SeiSolo” by 
composer J.S. Bach. SeiSolo literally translates to “six solo”, instead of the 
grammatically correct “six solos”. The phonetically unmistakable non-sequitur 
might reference the unexpected passing of Bach's first wife, Maria Barbara, just 
weeks before he wrote these works. Or it has been suggested that it refers to the 
novel structure and content of the works, at once a whole body of music, yet 
composed of six independent identities. 

The six compositions for solo violin that make up SeiSolo are joined by a desire 
to expound upon the emotive and compositional capabilities of what was at the 
time only seen as only a contributing instrument to a musical composition. While 
many have tried to interpret the six individual pieces as somehow fitting together 
into a systematic whole, SeiSolo defies clear structural categorization. By placing 
the violin and the performer so singularly in the compositions, Bach was breaking 
with tradition, and suggesting a new viewpoint for musical performance: one 
where written scores are not meant to serve as rigid guides to performance, but 
as a departure point for music making, at the heart of which lay the performers 
own sense of personal expression. 

This project continues in the spirit of Bach’s belief that music is not formulaic or 
static, but instead actively benefits from creative interpretation. Additionally the 
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idea of being at once “whole” and “apart”, somehow six, but at the same time, 
one, struck Vivek and I as fitting given the events of the past year. Vivek, a 
talented violinist currently earning his DMA at Stoney Brook University, and I are 
both musicians, and have maligned the effects of the coronavirus on the live 
performance traditions we both find so meaningful. So SeiSolo.io is a project 
meant to challenge, interrogate some of the traditions of classical performance, 
and present some of our views on performance and music, all in a remote and 
asynchronous manner. The concept of our project is to create a multimedia web 
installation exploring classical and electronic music. The project's content 
includes a recorded solo violin recital by Vivek, 3 commissioned remixes by black 
and brown producers using samples from this recital, and a browser based music 
production software that allows users to create their own remixes. The goals of 
the project are to make classical music more accessible and provide a new way 
to experience a recital. Like Bach was trying to accomplish with the SeiSolo, we 
aim for the project to highlight the capabilities of the violin, and to reframe this 
performance tradition. 
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Terms and Definitions

◦ Sample - An audio fragment recording or produced by someone other than 
the author and utilized in the authors composition

◦ DAW - Digital audio Production

◦ Rust - Memory safe compiled programming language 

◦ WAM 2.0 - Web Audio Module 2.0, a new modular and cross platform API 
for high performance audio computing in Web Browsers

◦ Remix  - The creative reinterpretation of a creative work with given 
recognition of an original author

◦ Sampler -  A digital audio musical instrument designed for the 
manipulation and playback of samples

◦ Digital Audio - Audio which is processed or generated by computer 

◦ JavaScript - Language designed the creation and manipulation of a Web 
page, the original and slower language of the web

◦ Technology Ecosystem - The available tools, community, and learning 
resources for a particular technology 

◦ Waveform Audio File - An uncompressed digital audio format

◦ Audio Waveform -  A graphical representation of the shape and form of a 
signal moving in a gaseous, liquid, or solid medium
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Overview
Seisolo.io consists of three digital components brought together within a singular 
web-based interface. A set of 256 digital audio files derived from a recital 
recording by violinist Vivek Menon to form a “Sample Pack” for digital audio 
production. MVMNT is a modular software library for processing digital audio 
samples. Finally, there are three annotated commissioned remixes by producers 
of color which use these samples. The project holds an equally important 
secondary goal of elevating the perspectives and interpretations of classical 
compositions by recording artists of color, whose voices have been excluded. 
Additionally, the project has a modular structure; while the three components live 
together online, each part is remittable and freely available over the web.

Tools and Techniques
Several tools and techniques were used to create the project. As the project in 
part aims to advance the web audio technology ecosystem, it’s important to note 
which technologies it utilizes.

React

React makes it painless to create interactive UIs. Design simple views for each 
state in your application, and React will efficiently update and render just the right 
components when your data changes. Declarative views make your code more 
predictable and easier to debug.Build encapsulated components that manage 
their own state, then compose them to make complex UIs.

Since component logic is written in JavaScript instead of templates, you can 
easily pass rich data through your app and keep state out of the DOM.
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Web Audio Module 2.0

The WAM API is considered as the plugin specification that should be 
implemented in each WAM. All the interfaces and types in the specification are 
described in TypeScript language in src/types.d.ts.

The API is designed for making Web-based audio plugins (WAMs) and using 
them in the hosts. As the VST, AudioUnit or AAX standards on the desktop 
DAWs, audio plugins usually includes an insertable DSP and an UI on the given 
platform along with some extra features such as parameter automations, MIDI 
message processing, state saving and loading, etc. These features' interface are 
standardized in the API for audio plugin and host developers.

Typescript

TypeScript adds an additional typing system on to JavaScript syntax. TypeScrip 
not only improved the development experience overall, but make the code more 
legible and reusable, as the type annotations serve as built in documentation. 

Ableton Live 

Ableton Live 10 was used to slice and extract the samples from the violin 
recordings. Each movement form the recital was placed into a track. We listened 
to each movene carefully, listening for segments of the recital we believed would 
make good samples. The  chosen samples were all highlighted in green, then 
exported as individual waveform audio files. 

Audio Recording
High-quality audio recordings were recorded at Manhattan Beach recording 
studio.  Multiple microphones were used during the recording to enhance the 
spatial depth. The final recordings were performed in continuous takes in order to 
ensure maxim continuity in all the recordings. Audio engineer Drew Atz was 
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commissioned to complete the final mixes. 

Figure 1 - Vivek recording the recital at Manhattan Beach Studios

Sample Selection
Ableton Live 10 was used to slice and extract the samples from the violin 
recordings. Each movement from the recital was placed into a track. We listened 
to each movement carefully, listening for segments of the recital we believed 
would make good samples. The chosen samples were all highlighted in green, 
then exported as individual waveform audio files. 
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Figure 2 - Each movement from the recital was placed into a track, totaling 10 tracks.

Figure 3 - Ableton’s waveform representations of the audio and it’s clip slicing abilities helped us 
make choices regarding sample selection
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Figure 4 - Each sample was labeled with tags, and the start and end time of the sample in 
MINUTES::SECONDS::MILLISECONDS

Figure 5 - Each sample was labeled with tags, and the start and end time of the sample in 
MINUTES::SECONDS::MILLISECONDS
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Sample Tagging System
In order to make the samples less opaque and provide a means of categorizing 
them, a sample tagging system was developed. Samples were labeled with a 
combination of tags. Tags fell into four categories: pattern, length, range, 
technique, and emotion.  

Color Category
Pattern Having to do with patterns of frequency and volume over the duration 

of the samples

Length Having to do with the duration of the sample in relation to a metric 
grid

Range Having to do with the tonal range of the violin shown in the sample
Technique Represents a particular violin playing technique

Emotion Emotive essence of the sample

Tag Abbreviation
Bach Bach From the Bach composition
Bartok Bartok From the Bartok composition
Ysaÿe Ysaÿe From the Ysaÿe composition
1 bar loop 1L Sample is 4 beats long
2 bar loop 2L Samle is 8 beats long
3 bar loop 3L Sample is 12 beats long
4 bar loop 4L Sample is 16 beats long
Uneven Loop UL Sample is not a multiple of 4 in length
Fluid (FL) FL Loops easily, has a consistent sound 

Rhythmic R Has a succession of strong and weak elements, 
or a pulse

Mixed Register MIX Moves between lower, middle, and high registers

Lower Register LR Represents the lower frequency range attainable 
by the violin

High Register HR Represents the higher frequency range attainable 
by the violin

Trill TRL Rapid alternation between the printed note and 
the next note above it
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Slide SLD

The slide is a technique in which the player 
places his or her finger below or above the 
intended note and then glides that finger into the 
desired pitch. The timing of the slide usually 
anticipates the beat and the moving finger then 
lands on the pitch in time for a down-beat or up-
beat.

Pizzicato P Technique of plucking the strings of the violin, as 
opposed to using the bow

Ethereal E Mystical, heavenly

Folk Dance FD Combination of tonalities and rhythms associated 
with folk music

Bright B Highly chromatic, energetic,  and intense
Melancholy M Sad, long, or dismal 

Figure 6 - Table of tags used in tagging system
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Figure 7 - Bar chart visualizing the number of samples generated from each movement in the 
recital
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Website Design

Figure 8 - Playlist Page

Figure 9 - Instrument - Sample Editor View
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Project Description
Seisolo.io is a project conducted through the design and development of digital 
audio, software development, and musical commissions. By enabling people to 
interact with classical music through remixing, this project will foster interest and 
appreciation of the art form in a novel, multi-modal manner. Seisolo.io will 
illuminate relationships between music from different eras and enable musicians 
from diverse traditions to engage in a productive and stimulating exchange of 
creative ideas. The project aims to build upon and continue developing 
knowledge from other designers, artists, and developers to enrich and diversify 
the experience of a classical recital. The principles of Open Sound, Open 
Source, and Open Software have guided the project's design.

Research Question 
How can a digital experience transform, invigorate, and supplemental a 
traditional classical recital?
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Project Objective
1. SeiSolo.io is a multimedia web installation that provides a novel means of 
engaging with classical music 

2. Placing the selected repertoire in dialogue with commissioned remixes of the 
violin source material extends musical ideas and transforms across genres, 
creating new thematic and artistic links. These new tracks will inspire users to 
interact with the browser-based music production software and create for 
themselves 

3. The browser-based music production software allows users to remix the violin 
audio into new tracks via an intuitive digital audio workstation that appeals to 
newcomers as well as experienced musicians 

4. Through the combination of recital, commissioned remixes, and web 
application, this project takes complementary approaches towards inspiring 
accessibility, engagement, and creativity 

5. To directly address the racial inequities within classical music, this project will 
involve and compensate people of color, from the performers to the 
videographers to the designers 

6. To complete these project goals, we have calculated a minimum cost of $3800. 
The success of the project depends on part in meeting the funding goal. 
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Theoretical Framework
Seisolo.io draws from three philosophical and theoretical approaches to inform 
the design of its various sub-components. These inform the conceptual 
framework as well as the design of the final application.

The first philosophy is the notion of “Open” design. Open design is a design that 
focuses on modular, public, and reusable design components. Open source is a 
philosophy that applies to all aspects of the project, but in which I’ve developed 
three distinct categories, Open Sound, Open Source, and Open Software. Open 
source and Open Software are commonly used terms in many fields today, but 
the last term, Open Sound, is my interpretation concepts developed in music 
concrete.
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Related Disciplines
Open Source is a term that originally described a model of software development 
but has since grown into a set of principles and models for organizing, authoring, 
and re-using information. Famously, this model rejects several core philosophies 
of capitalism: privatization, markets, and wage labor. Open source code is 
explicitly user and platform agnostic and royalty-free (Open Standards 
Requirement for Software, 2021). The idea was quite controversial at its 
conception in the 1990s. The notion is that a company, individual, or institution 
might release their intellectual property for anyone to use typical market logic. 
Furthermore, Open Source was founded on 'copyleft' as opposed to "copyright", 
whereby the contractual use of the software requires it to stay free (Lerner). I 
would question if any other philosophy has made strides in simultaneously co-
existing with capitalism while simultaneously rejecting its core principles of 
ownership, accumulation, and wage labor. 
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By the 2010s Open Source has all but cemented its position at the heart of an 
information and services age. The internet is an integral element of Open 
Source. Not only was Open Source initially conceived by key players as they 
tried to create a standardized infrastructure for the internet, but the internet has 
become the de facto means of providing a vital ingredient for any open source 
project: access. Synonymous with the influence of this philosophy grows yearly, 
as demonstrated by the adoption of the term by disciplines which seem to have 
little to do with the development of code: 'Open Education' (Glassman), 'Open 
Source Pharmaceuticals' (Sugumaran), 'Open Architecture', (Vardouli). While 
Open Source has become closely attached to one of its defining characteristics, 
free use, it would be a mistake to reduce it to this one tenant. But to confuse 
Open Source with simple altruism would be mistaken. Open Source initiatives 
have shown their ability to fill in the gaps where solutions from private industries 
are either too expensive or not of financial benefit. 

Open-sourcing prioritizes openness over authorship and using over owning. 
Open Source philosophy translates into key design objectives for Seisolo.io: 
modularity, multimodality, remixability, and accessibility I will discuss the 
behavioral object theory of digital instrument design (Brown), a theory which 
attempts to systematize how the design of digital instruments contributes to the 
development of musical knowledge. This theory expands on existing ideas of 
musical pedagogy by placing them within a more dispersed cultural context. Of 
particular importance in this theory is its argument that instruments can 
contribute to music through two types of agency: performative and memetic 
(Bown).
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The Open Source Philosophy is integral to the perspective of Seisolo. The term 
open source originated in the world of computer science when founding 
members of Netscape established the pragmatic benefits of making the source 
code for Netscape publicly available (opensource.org). These benefits included 
engaging potential software users and developers, allowing them to create and 
improve source code by participating in an engaged community. The seemingly 
generous notion of giving away one's intellectual property to strangers had 
pragmatic results; projects which were effectively open-sourced benefited from 
the diversity of those who contributed to them. 

While Open Source projects are often free, to 'open source' a project implies a 
more complicated mode of creating. Open Source code must be free to 
redistribute, allow modifications and derived works, and can not discriminate who 
or how the code is used (opensource.org, 2021). Seisolo is free to use software, 
and individuals are free to make and sell their creations with the tool. While I 
could have made Seisolo into software that people had to pay for, I believe that 
the platform being free to use critical to inspiring access. Seisolo is Open Source, 
Open Education, and Open Composition, allowing co-creative and malleable 
form. 

I will practice the Open Source philosophy in making Seisolo.io in the following 
ways. All of the source code for the project will be posted into a repository on 
github.com, with commentary and imagery explaining the architecture of the 
codebase. A tenant of robust open-source code is that it is modular, which is why 
I'm building Seisolo.io with a web development framework that facilitates the 
design of modular component-based hierarchies. For example, my sampler 
instrument will be broken into a viewport, effects rack, and sample bay 
components. These components consist of sub-components like knobs, sliders, 
and sample components. Using this design pattern will allow others to quickly 
rearrange, augment, and remix portions of my design for their own projects. 
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It's no coincidence that the conceptual framework behind the development of the 
internet began to shape disciplines that were becoming ever more engaged with 
the platform. I will discuss two disciplines related to Seisolo, the first being Open 
Source Education and the second being open source music. One discipline of 
particular relevance to Seisolo is education. Michael Glassman states that they 
"use the term "Open Source" in a much broader sense, reflecting more of an 
educational philosophy than a methodology" (Glassman 27). 

Open Source education is a teaching and learning framework where the use and 
presentation of information in a non-hierarchical, malleable, and subject to the 
needs and contributions of students as they become co-owners of the course. 
The educational program transforms itself into an ongoing community project 
focused on developing and refining new knowledge. 

What distinguishes open Source from its predecessor, Open Education, is that 
open-source education allows for the possibility of establishing multiple authors 
of a text, data set, or musical object so that the scope of the information can 
move beyond the vision of a single author, owner, or expert. While an initial 
owner establishes an idea, rather than maintaining control of a project, that 
project moves into an informational universe to create co-owners. Open Source 
treats knowledge as a process rather than a commodity. Economies of sharing 
develop, with these systems often developing a unique social currency. 
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The first theory that I'll talk about is Read Write Culture. In read-write culture, 
ordinary citizens read their culture by listening to it or by reading representations 
of it, like musical scores. This reading, however, is not enough. Instead, they add 
to the culture they read by creating and re-creating the culture around them. 
They do this by recreating the same professional tools, like violins or pianos or 
their voices. The read Write theory of culture defines itself in opposition to Read 
Only culture, without amateur performance or creativity. RO Culture theory 
predicts the increasing accessible reproductions, or tokens, of cultures that do 
not involve the creation, like passively listening to the radio, vinyl record, or 
online stream. RO/RW theory of culture is essential to Seisolo.io because 
Seisolo.io intersects them. 

As technology allows, for instance and inexpensive passive consumption of 
music, it's possible that individuals will feel less incentivized to contribute to their 
own culture and make for themselves. Remixing is a form of collage that 
leverages the meaning of a read-only token into something new. Lawerence 
explains that remixing creates two kinds of good, good for the community and 
good for education. Remixing happens within a community of remixers, often a 
global one. Members of the community create in part for one another, and the 
process of creating, showing, and learning is more important than the final 
product. The connection I'm making here between theory and praxis is 
constructing the browser-based digital audio workstation. The recital, traditionally 
a read-only token, and classical music culture emphasizes a formal, read-only 
culture and represents an opportunity for disruption via remixing. 
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At the core of remixing is a reflection on source material. Reflection is the 
intellectual and emotional process of relating to experience connecting with 
thoughts and feelings during that experience, and re-examining it in a different 
light (Boud, Keogh, & Walker, 1985). The Multimodality framework assumes that 
various sensory modes congruently shape meaning (Kress, 2010). Modes in 
combination are more significant than their parts, and just as a composer 
configures interwoven musical passages (also referred to as modes), so our 
multi-sensory interactions with complex digital software orchestrate our 
compositions. 

The last important theory I will discuss, the approach of the behavioral object, is, 
in many ways, a result of the multi-modal theory. The theory of the behavioral 
object was introduced by Oliver Brown (Brown) in 2018. The theory is the latest 
in a long history of writings theorizing musical interfaces. Brown describes the 
existing 'acoustic paradigm': 'software instruments, artificial improvers, 
algorithmic composers, virtual listeners, and score followers. This paradigm 
provides a framework for understanding the formative role and relationships 
between the principal elements of musical culture, how musical ideas develop, 
how they are propagated, and how they are actualized as sound. Attempting to 
extrapolate classical models of musical culture to a digital environment does not 
take into account the active nature of a digital audio work tool. Brown argues that 
software is helping to dissolve the instincts between the objects, activities, and 
roles of the acoustic paradigm, altering the ways creators interact socially and 
musically. 
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In conclusion, Open Source is a philosophy that encourages you to make the 
things you want yourself. When many individuals share in the making, we 

Figure 12 - Sieoslo.io multimodal experience chart 

Web as Audio Platform
In the past decade, technological developments of the web have made it an 
increasingly viable place for the development of music production tools. Once 
entirely mute, the internet now overflows with a litany of sounds. While Web 2.0 
vastly increased the browser's capabilities as a viewing and sharing tool, recent 
developments in browser technology promise a Web where you can create too. 
Performance gains in browser JavaScript engines, WebGL, and WASM, and the 
Web Audio API give browsers performance capabilities once thought only 
possible on high-performance desktop computers. For visual design, there are 
browser-only tools like Figma or WebFlow show there's are part of a new 
generation of applications accessed through. This new generation of the web-
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applications web seems to affirm Manovich's concept of a participatory 
convergence culture, where people can "take media into their own 
hands" (Manovich 17). 

Speculation about the possibility of hosting professionally featured digital audio 
workstations on the browser has materialized into a growing ecosystem of web-
only audio creation tools like SoundTrap, Amped Studio, and Sound Nation. The 
ability to work "directly in the browser" has been proven more than a novelty, and 
while these tools do not yet have as widespread adoption as their desktop-only 
counterparts, they are certainly on the rise. Web-based applications are machine, 
OS, and browser agnostic and off-load many cumbersome tasks like application 
installation, license management, file storage, and plugin installation to a remote 
server. 

Yet to ascribe the rise of progressive web applications purely to technological 
advancements is to give those advancements agency. At the same time, the 
development of these browser-based platforms have a vested interest in making 
the web as absorbing and comfortable a space as possible. Platform capitalism 
sees open web move increasingly to closed apps, and in this way, companies 
can both expand and close data collection (Sirnek 64). A better, faster app means 
more users, which means more data extraction, which means more profit. 
SoundTrap, one of the most popular digital audio web tools, was bought by 
Spotify in 2017 (Perez), a company notorious for privacy violations and low artist 
payouts. This leaves independent developers in a difficult space. The network 
effects that large tech companies like Spotify can afford to purchase and buy out 
the competition can stifle privacy-oriented technologies that practice open 
governance of process and technology. 

Creating a fully-fledged digital audio workstation is an enormous undertaking that 
doesn't make sense for common developers. One model that has had success is 
plugins. Plugins are modular components that can be inserted into a file form.
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The new features of Web Audio pose significant benefits for prospective users 
(creators) and for audiences and composers. Traditionally, the performance of 
music is a liminal experience. Pioneering web-audio composer William 
Duckworth said of his 1997 work, Cathedral (1997), one of the first examples of 
interactive music and graphical art on the web, the web allows for a different 
relationship to time. With his web audio composition, there was "no fixed 
beginning, middle, or end, and there is less an emphasis on location and less a 
need to coexist in the same space. As Cathedral slowly unfolds, there are, along 
the way a, a myriad of points in which players can influence 
outcome" (Duckworth). The experience of the composition as an asynchronous 
event offers new possibilities for participation, dissemination, and structuring of 
the composition. 

Allowing audience members to participate in a piece of music, creating 
ensembles from mobile devices, remotely collaborating on scores, sharing synth 
patches, real time graphical representations of audio, all once highly technical 
and opaque things to do via the web, are now a matter of combining high-level 
libraries, which abstract away the hardest parts of the work. Feature-rich sets of 
Frameworks including Tone.js, Bap, and Omnitone provide friendly abstractions 
for generating frequency generation, synth design, and processing. 

The popularity of web applications, like Figma for vector design and illustration, 
Square Space for designing web pages, which offer a suite of capabilities 
comparable to desktop applications, has narrowed the difference between 
desktop and web creation environments. Already some of the general patterns of 
visual development of the web preceding audio development of the web, then 
before long professional-level audio creation via the web will be commonplace. 
This is important because now web pages can benefit from both a performant 
creation environment and the asynchronous, encyclopedic, and networked 
environment of a web page. Bringing these functionalities together into a 
standard interface provides new opportunities for workflows to consider.
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Yet web audio tools have important limitations. Desktop applications like Ableton, 
FL Studio, and GarageBand provide access to a local file system and powerful 
tools developed by large companies with large development teams. Web audio 
projects are usually a more passing novelty. 

The Expressive Object
Bringing together the encyclopedic, rhetorical, and social nature of music. It’s 
thought that the computer might be some kind of independent virtual system. But 
scholar Lewis suggests that the increasingly complex responses that musical 
software. Softwares are now capable not only forming , interactive "virtual 
improving orchestra" that analyzes an improvisor's performance in real time, 
generating both complex responses to the musician's playing and independent 
behavior arising from the program's own internal processes. The author contends 
that notions about the nature and function of music are embedded in the 
structure of software-based music systems and that interactions with these 
systems tend to reveal characteristics of the community of thought and culture 
that produced them. 
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Musical Precedent
Some people might argue that any kind of remixing of classical performance is a 
kind of corruption of a composer's work. Prototypically, classical music emphasis 
on compositional intricacy, long-form composition, structural conventions, and 
acoustic instrumentation. While electronic music tends to adhere to shorter 
composition forms, digital or electronic instruments, and programmatically 
generated content. While a breadth of expectations exists in opposition to these 
conventions, these musical conventions can appear diametrically opposed. 

However it is this apparent tension between these musical vocabularies that 
make their interface a site of exchange. Bringing disparate cultural encyclopedias 
together is often facilitated by generative, combinatorial, and dialogic creation. 
There is ample precedent for the hybridization of seemingly disparate genres. 
The genre Bosa Nova, a combination of Samba and Jazz, seemed crossed class 
and race genres without controversy. 

For example, Mile's Davis Kind of Blue (1950), brought together inherited musical 
encyclopedias from African American blues roots, jazz and bebop 
reinterpretation, and European-American music theory. This interpretative node 
added meaning to its constituent identities, providing new understandings of the 
possibilities provided by either respective musical lexicon. The combination of 
formal structure forms these genres (the use of scale modes in European-
American Theory) and canonical blues chord's progressions. 
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Martin Irvine presents a model of remix that emphasizes the importance of 
structure and context: "Remix in explicit quotational and appropriation genres use 
the recursive combinatorial function for embedding constituent phrases a 
recognizable dialogically positioned units of "other's" expression" (Irvine 26). The 
explicit choice of use, not one's own material, is critical to the process. 
Importantly musicians must successfully find a way of combining the lexicons 
and phrases in a way that makes grammatical sense; the hybrid structure must 
stand as a whole. The remixer must also provide their original structures, which 
decontextualize the selected phrases to develop them into a new expression, 
allowing for additional encyclopedic meanings not active in prior expressions. In 
this way, remixes differentiate themselves from pure copies or derivations which 
seek only to recreate the original expression of a work. 

It is not really the technological methods of remixing that make a remix a remix. 
One of remix culture's most prominent techniques, "sampling", does not in and of 
itself, constituent remix. Remix is a broader phenomenon; it is the manipulation 
of audio symbols as they have come into their own cultural meaning. This means 
that remix is not limited to linear segments of audio but is possible wherever 
sound has developed a cultural meaning. 

Added value may not even have to arise from the addition or substitution of 
original sounds. One popular tool for remix is the stretching or shrinking of the 
length of a song. Entire genres have strong forms regarding the change of the 
tempo of a song. Consider the genre of 'Chopped and Screwed' Hip-hop, a sub-
genre of Hip-hop that originated in Houston. Arguably the most celebrated 
chopped and screwed artist, DJ Screw, modified turntables to play below the 
standard 33 1/3 rpm. 
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Design Precedents

Projects which influenced the design of this project represent a diverse approach 
to making, sharing, and building music online. One category of influences is 
online sound marketplaces and sharing sites. Two that I 
cover, freesound.org and splice.com, bring unique approaches to fostering asset 
sharing and music-making online purely through a browsable set of audio files. 
These websites showcase how simple systems for the organization of audio files 
when combined with user interfaces and empowered by a diverse community, 
can transform the web into a powerful musical instrument and compositional aid. 
The second set of influences falls into the category of user interface and user 
experience inspirations. The design of interfaces for musical interfaces poses 
several unique problems, so much so that it has become an entire discipline, 
closely related to, but distinct from, Human-Computer Interaction Studies. I'll 
mention Ableton Live as wel as the OP-1 synthesizer.

While its impossible to capture in any reasonable way the breadth of influential 
projects, people, and ideas that have led me to Seisolo.io, I'd like to address a 
few of them. Diaspoura, a musician, and friend of mine, is highly influential in 
inspiring the social lens of the project. They're work pairing activism and 
electronic music, as well as the clarity and directness with which they address 
institutional issues of racial inequality, has influenced Seisolo.io's focus on 
directly involving people of color in a meaningful way, as well as the projects, 
focus on accessibility. An important part of making this project accessible is 
making the digital audio workstation an intuitive and inspiring tool. If people feel 
intimidated by the tool, just as they feel intimidated by classical music as being 
something they lack the ability to understand and enjoy, then I think we've failed 
at accessibility. The OP-1s sleek, toy-like design belies an incredible complexity, 
and the OP-1 does an excellent job of graphically visualizing music-making. The 
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OP-1 design language is crisp and precise yet poetic. In its design, I think it 
echoes a third influence, that of Italo Calvino's Cosmicomics. Cosmicomics, like 
the OP-1, represents a radical approach to imagination and creation, delivered 
with both intelligence and humor.

Figure 6 - Diaspoura Programming Poster
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Figure 7 - Diaspoura Programming Poster

While Diaspoura’s work addresses a wide array of social issues, two elements I 
will focus on are the exploitation of independent musicians in a neo-liberal 
society. While the information age has enabled us a nearly unlimited supply of 
music, and offered musicians to work independently to promote and release their 
own music, the platforms that enable this have created systems that exploit and 
profiteer musicians' labor, i.e Spotify.  To remain politically independent, 
Diaspoura juggle responsibilities ‘singer, producer, songwriter, manager, 
designer, web developer, merch manufacturer, touring agent’. Diaspoura has 
shown me that properly compensating artists demands intentionality, that 
‘exposure’ is not a form of compensation, and that when working with artists it's 
critical to fairly compensate them. This is especially important for artists of color, 
who have been exploited by the music industry since its inception. This is why we 
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are offering $500 to each of our commissioned remixers, and why achieving 
funding for this project is an important goal.  

Another way Diaspoura has influenced the project is through their emphasis on 
DIY workshops and seminars. Diaspoura frequently hosts workshops where they 
introduce beggienrs to concepts of electronic/computer music creation. These 
workshops are usually free or very affordable, and open to any skill level. Taking 
musical education outside of musical institutions or the traditional paid tutorship 
is an important way to empower people’s creativity and develop community. 
Putting music in the hands of the people is a core goal of Seisolo.io, which is why 
it's a free online application. The inclusion of helpful tooltips and information that 
explains the interface and provides people with examples of how to use it will 
hopefully teach them. While the tool offers serious creative possibilities, the focus 
is more on exposing people to a mode of creating that makes computer and 
electronic music a less intimidating creative avenue. Diaspoura’s workshops are 
not highly structured, but instead allow space for exploration, experimentation, 
and skill sharing. Seisolo.io aims to do the same. 

Software I've used has influenced my design goals and thinking on many levels. 
For one, software positions a mind set for creative creation, it has the ability to 
frame the creative process. Much of the software I use today is deeply remixible, 
procedural. Software that allows for deep remixing facilitates the iteration and 
mutation of multiple media types into a coalescing form. For example, the ability 
to nest graphical elements within each other and define functional relationship 
between object properties in After Effects with the lasso tool. Or in Ableton Live, 
the ability to create macro controls for instruments and effects. With just a few 
keystrokes and clicks, software augments our physical capabilities to give us 
essentially an infinite number of hands to control and organize elements in a 
digital composition.

The OP-1 is an incredible case study in music interface design. Its name 
‘Simpler’ comes from the fact that it is a less complex version of a modern 
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traditional ‘sampler’ instrument. Its compact and clear design belies and 
extremely deep and powerful abilities allow users wide control over a digital 
audio samples timbre, rhythm, stereo dynamics, and tone. Samples can quickly 
be quantized to match the beats per minute of a composition, and of utmost 
importance is the ease in swapping out samples. Users can drag and drop audio 
snippets in an extremely fluid way, from Ableton’s dedicated file browser, to audio 
tracks in a composition, to audio files on a PCs desktop in such a way that it feels 
like any kind of audio on the computer can be edited and remixed via the OP-1.

Fig 8 - OP-1 User Interface Screens

Another audio instrument that's influenced me is Sonic Charge's Synplant. Syn‐
plant is a software synthesizer with a genetic approach to sound creation. In‐
stead of creating patches the by turning dials and knobs, Synplant lets you ex‐
plore a world of organic sounds by planting seeds that grow into synth patches. 
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The idea is that a digital instrument might be allegorical inspires my approach to 
this project. Synplant is immediately understandable and deeply mysterious at 
once, visualizing a sonic generator's component structure via DNA. Positioning 
sound and sound restructuring through unique forms of symbolic representation 
offer a different way for people to connect with the creation process.

 

Conclusion

In conclusion, Seisolo.io was an effective project which explored remixing and 
musical creation. The project still has much room to grow from an experimental 
prototype into a fully-fledged application. In working on the project, I’ve come to 
see how it might fit into the new, decentralized version of the internet, sometimes 
referred to as Web 3.0. Seisolo is part of a larger movement to have independent 
and communal technology for creatives, lowering barriers to entry, fostering 
innovation and experimentation, and contributing to a growing body of modular 
assets for creative remix. 
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